Use of reduction rate as a quantitative knob for controlling the twin structure and shape of palladium nanocrystals.
Kinetic control is a powerful means for maneuvering the twin structure and shape of metal nanocrystals and thus optimizing their performance in a variety of applications. However, there is only a vague understanding of the explicit roles played by reaction kinetics due to the lack of quantitative information about the kinetic parameters. With Pd as an example, here we demonstrate that kinetic parameters, including rate constant and activation energy, can be derived from spectroscopic measurements and then used to calculate the initial reduction rate and further have this parameter quantitatively correlated with the twin structure of a seed and nanocrystal. On a quantitative basis, we were able to determine the ranges of initial reduction rates required for the formation of nanocrystals with a specific twin structure, including single-crystal, multiply twinned, and stacking fault-lined. This work represents a major step forward toward the deterministic syntheses of colloidal noble-metal nanocrystals with specific twin structures and shapes.